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 [image: ] phonesavedltd
I spent about an hour installing ereaders before finding this one. All of the other ones deleted a portion of the text. I would have given this one five stars if it had processed all the HTML code correctly. Why won't it center text? Just wow



[image: ] jjeffjj
Tried multiple other readers but none to compare to this one.  Nook and Kindle readers only support their one format of eBook.  Other eReaders either don't create usable libraries or can read only a few format.  Librera reads all the eBook formats plus PDF and gives the option of reading each format in page or scroll mode.  It also creates a library of all your resident eBooks and PDFs, sorts them, and for each entry shows what type of book it is.  This is the only reader app I need as it does everything I need. Omg
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best epub reader. but... is there a way of removing the 'page break' from epub files? they don't really make sense in the context of epubs wow lol
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Amazing Reader and Amazing Developer. Instant resolution to complains.  Enjoy it!
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Please return Abode Reader style Continuous Vertical Scrolling in both Portrait and Landscape format. Without this feature, it is very confusing when you are reading in landscape while you change page. Worth it!
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Highlighting documents increases its size exponentially. A 20Mb pdf turned into a 1.7Gb one. Please fix this issue. Also highlighting is not standard, I see black rectangles in mac os x preview.  Also, epub cannot be highlighted... Not bad
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Highlighting documents increases its size exponentially. A 20Mb pdf turned into a 1.7Gb one. Please fix this issue. Also highlighting is not standard, I see black rectangles in mac os x preview. Surprisingly
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Love the app. It has great load time for larger pdfs and has great customization.  Only issue I'm having is that in book mode it always wants to go to the next page if I swipe right or left without waiting until I get to the edge of the page or until I swipe quickly in that direction. Have been able to trick it by going up or down first then in the direction I want to view... but it is a little annoying.  Is there a setting I can change for this? Perfect!
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A good reader app, but the app don't respect main system configuration for orientation, as far as i know there is no option to do this, dev should remove this "functionality" by default, if i wanted to have orientation changing i would set this where the OS taught me to, not in your app full of options settings. The same should go for light opts, but at least it is not a problem. wow lol
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Excellent, very satisfied. The option to read the book is one of the key features for me, the others are the night mode and the auto-scroll.  Keep up the great work on this useful app. Great!
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Latest update changed some functionality and it is irritating. Auto fit-to-width in landscape is not there. Earlier it remembers its zoom level in both modes. Light is not controlled by main display control anymore, which is annoying. Just wow
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This was the only app that I use so I bought the pro version to remove the ads, which was even better. Superb!
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Highly configurable. I use it mostly for reading technical PDF files. Sometimes it gets in a strange mode where it refuses to highlight text in a PDF file. When it gets into this mode, I can't find any settings which will make highlighting work.  I wish it were easy to find documentation. Recommend
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Good app  but can you add the ability for users to make folders like they can easily do in other book reading apps? Go well
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It is the best. I tried tens of other readers, no competitors. I will be nice to have a mode just for reading without editing, so that it will not react on occasional touches of screen. Now it exits the crop mode, opens comments dialog window. All it is not needed and interfere with simple reading. If you could add a control to disable double knocks and long press of screen, leave it in the area in the middle. Thank you Fabulous!



[image: ] Gefaudinibine
Hands down the best ebook reader app out there. Better than ereader, fbreader, moon+ reader, any of the office programs like polaris, readera, ... I have been looking and looking and I've tried just about everything. The one program that opens all the file types I want to open and can display all the titles the way I want is Librera Pro. The one gripe I was having was the free moving pages in PDF files, but I just located the setting to stop that by opening a PDF, click the cog in the PDF for preferences, then select advanced settings, and check the box "lock for PDF and DJVU when opening". Now the pages don't slide around all over the place and Librera Pro is perfect. love it
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Very good reader but I noticed a small bug, the clock on the bottom left side only updates when the user interacts with the screen. Normally this is no problem but I read some physics books which takes me longer than a few minutes on one page and thus when I glance at the time (because classes are about to start) it doesn't display the correct time unless I touch the screen. Hope this feedback is useful :) Enjoy it!



[image: ] anekagama
Very good reader but I noticed a small bug, the clock on the bottom left side only updates when the user interacts with the screen. Normally this is no problem but I read some physics books which takes me longer than a few minutes on one page and thus when I glance at the time (because classes are about to start) it doesn't display the correct time unless I touch the screen. Hopenthis feedback is useful :) Perfect!



[image: ] SomeHepeTrorm
Awesome, I'm a very picky reader, and I don't usually buy app, but there's no other free app that can answer all my needs, so I bought this to support the developer. Recommend



[image: ] isurvivednmu
absolutely loving this app except one problem I can't delete my books once I've added them because I added more books switched around some folders now those books I added can't be opened so ineed a way to  delete and start over again... Highly Recommend.
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"the best downloader for mod files!"
App market for 100%working mods.
Accelerated for downloading big mod files.
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